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Taylor hosts
eighth annual
Grandparents’
Day today
BY TAMARA SHAYA
CONTRIBUTOR
Normally you do not see students walking to class with
their grandparents, but today
over 375 grandparents will
travel around campus.
Today is Taylor’s eighth
annual Grandparents’ Day. The
morning begins with breakfast
in the Dining Commons, followed by a special welcome by
Dr. David Gyertson.
Grandparents have the opportunity to hear testimonies
in chapel of those who attended TWO spring break mission
trips, as well as visit
classes with their grandchildren. A concert featuring the
Symphonic band and Taylor
Sounds allow for students
and their grandparents to
relax later.
Joyce Helyer, associate vice
president
for
university
advancement, said there are
grandparents from all over the
United States attending.
“We have grandparents all the
way from California to Florida
attending,” Helyer said.
Helyer believes Grandparents’
Day enhances the bond
among family members while
allowing grandparents to see
the college life their grandchildren live.
“Grandparents’ Day increases the understanding of what
the Christian college is,”
Helyer said. “It is an opportunity to show why these students chose Taylor University."
Helyer encourages students
to show their grandparents
expressions of love and care
and realize how much grandparents do for them.
“I hope students can see this

as an opportunity to minister
and serve their grandparents,”
Helyer said.
Freshman Christy King plans
to introduce her grandmother,
Margaret Burand, from the
Cleveland, Ohio area to
Taylor’s campus.
“I miss my grandmother so
much,” King said. “I can not
wait to show her around Taylor
and have her at my classes.”
King appreciates the impact
her grandmother has in her life
and wants to honor her on
this day.
“She has been such a big
influence in my life,” King
said. “She was very supportive
of my decision to come to Taylor,
even when others were not.”
Burand is also excited to visit
her granddaughter at Taylor.
“I am looking forward to seeing the school and all the people in Christy’s life,” Burand
said. “I want to know what
Christy’s room looks like and
how her life at Taylor is.”
Sophomore Cat Kelleher
looks forward to the memories
she and her grandmother
Phyllis Kelleher will create on
this day. Phyllis enjoyed last
year’s Grandparents’ Day so
much that she is returning
this year.
“When my grandmother
came last year, she loved
Taylor,” Kelleher said. “She
visited my Biblical Literature I
class and even participated in
classroom discussions.”
Kelleher appreciates Taylor’s
commitment to grandparents
and is grateful she can spend
time with someone she loves.
“Grandparents’ Day is a great
reminder to the student body to
take joy in the company of your
grandparents,” Kelleher said.
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Dr. Bruce Winston from Regent University spoke in chapel on "The Seven Values from the Beatitudes: The Base of Leadership" which is a part of the Richard
Seaman Memorial Lectureship on Business and Ethics. Seaman started the Seaman Challenge which encourages graduates to give to the Taylor Fund.

Campus remembers past
professor with lecture series
BY CRYSTAL POLLOCK
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
A trip to the airport can give
insight to a business’ laws, or
“nomos.” Dr. Bruce Winston
proved this point during his
lecture Wednesday evening.
Winston, dean and associate
professor of leadership from
Regent University, spoke as
part of the Richard A. Seaman
Memorial Lectureship on
Business and Ethics. He
explained the different classifications of the Greek word
“nomos,” and the ways both
Jesus and modern business
professionals can strictly follow laws, reason and love
in situations.

In Winston’s personal example, he explained ways airport
workers helped or ignored him
by “follow[ing] the rule book”
or made exceptions after he
tore his knee cartilage.
Winston was the lectureship’s
inaugural speaker. Each spring,
Seaman’s friends and family
will invite a nationally-known
speaker to be part of this annual lectureship.
Business professor Dr. James
Coe said Winston was chosen
as this year’s speaker because
he is both nationally and internationally known.
“He is a scholar through and
through,” Coe said.
Before Winston’s chapel lecture, students watched a visual

collage of photographs from
Seaman’s life. Seaman's family
was also introduced to students
before the lecture began.
Winston spoke on the “The
Seven Values from the
Beatitudes: The Base of
Leadership” during Wednesday’s
chapel, and “Nomos: How the
Law can be a Base for Decision
Making in the Organization” at
the session later that night.
“We talk about the Taylor
bubble, but lectures like this
really pull us out of the
bubble,” Coe said. “The access
to this type of speaker is a
huge help.”
Seaman was a professor of
See ‘SERIES’ page 2
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Richard Seaman was a professor
of finance at Taylor, Upland.

President’s dinner honors donors Saturday night
BY ASHLEY SMITH
NEWS EDITOR
Over 100 donors were honored for their contributions
to Taylor in a ceremony
on Saturday.
Throughout the years, Taylor
has relied on donor money to
offset the cost of tuition. These
donors include the members of
the Council of 100 and the
presidential donors.
The Council of 100 donors
give over $100,000 to Taylor
throughout their lifetimes.
Each council member receives
a medallion and a label pin for
their gifts, and their names are
placed on the Wall of Honor
in the Engstrom Galleria.
These donors include building
namesakes
Arthur
and
Mary Hodson, Jay and Janie
Kesler and Coburn and
Modelle Metcalf.
“I feel weak kneed and hum-

bled that people give sacrificially for what we do here,”
said Ken Flanigan, the chair of
the board trustees.
Students also felt grateful for
the contributions made for
their education.
“It’s really nice to have modern facilities; a place that is
ours,” said sophomore Beth
Eisinger about the donation the
Metcalf's made to the art building, which was completed in
2003. “It makes us worthy in
the eyes of artists that come.”
Another group of donors
called the presidential donors
were also honored on this
night. These donors give
$1,000 or more to Taylor.
“These people, they’re crucial to the university even if
you don’t have financial aid.
They’re invaluable,” said
freshman Christianna Luy.
The night consisted of
speeches by Dr. David

Gyertson and Dr. Jay Kesler
along with student perspectives
from Luy and student body
president Aaron Shapiro.
Both students spoke on their
experiences and opinions of
the school during their time
at Taylor.
“It is because of you that
I get to be here,” Luy told the
guests Saturday.
Gyertson ended the night
with encouraging remarks to
the donors.
“Taylor is at its best when
people need us most,” he said.
“God is doing amazing things,
and you have played an amazing role in that.”
Currently, the Wall of Honor
exhibits 148 names.
Jim and Judy Woods receive their
medallion from Dr. David Gyertson
for their new membership into the
Council of 100.
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Collegegrad.com ranks top entry level employers
BY ROB KOLUCH
STAFF WRITER
Recently, collegegrad.com listed their annual rankings of the
top 500 entry level employers.
These numbers indicate a
13.6 percent increase in the
available entry level jobs to the
graduating class of 2004.
“The job market for entrylevel employees has certainly
grown a great deal over the last
few years,” said Larry
Mealy, director of Career
Development.
Every year, the Web site lists

News

the top entry-level position
employers based on the number of entry level employees
hired. These companies hired
as many as 7,000 or as few as
10 new employees.
The jobs on this list offer the
graduating college seniors of
2005 more than 130,000 jobs
which they can apply for upon
their commencement.
Enterprise Rent-A-Car took
the top spot,
hiring approximately 7,000 new employees
this year. Enterprise Rent-ACar
is
followed
by
Pricewaterhouse Coopers, who

hired 3,200 new employees,
the Federal Bureau of
Investigation, Schlumberger
and
the
United
States
Department of Agriculture who
each hired 3,000 new employees.
The job market for graduating college seniors has seen a
healthy growth over the last
few years. Companies are finding there are many advantages
to hiring recent college graduates. Many companies have
begun to hire more recent college graduates because of the
enthusiasm and energy they
bring, hoping it will filter

through the company.
As the job market for graduating college students continues to increase, it is having
a positive impact for Taylor
graduates.
Over the years Taylor students have had a great deal
of success finding employment
after
graduation.
Approximately 94 percent of
Taylor graduates either enter
the work force right away or
attend graduate school. About
80 percent of students who
receive credit for internships
receive job offers as a
result.

Mealy attributes this to the
amount of preparation Taylor
offers in its academic programs.
“We try to inform students of
the multiple options they have
in terms of degree preparation,” Mealy said. “We have
had students who have ended
up receiving jobs that didn't
necessarily have to do with
their major. There are a lot of
opportunities out there. We do
the best we can in preparing
students to follow after what
God is calling them to do.”
Mealy also said companies
are looking at character and

ethical qualities in their
employees more than ever.
“Corporate scandals such as
what happened with Enron
have driven companies to be
more aware of the character of
the people that they hire,” he
said. “For students coming
from Taylor, it gives them an
advantage because of the
good reputation Taylor has
with many companies in the
business world.”
Many students have had positive experiences seeking jobs
See ‘RANKS’ page 2
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Taylor team will go to Sri
Lanka to bring help and hope
BY LAUREN MYERS
CONTRIBUTOR
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Sophomores Danny Miller, Peter Burkhart and Spencer Conroy show off Gus, their catch from Taylor Lake.

Students nab large
carp in Taylor Lake

BY JOEL LOOPER
CONTRIBUTOR
One would expect to find
strange things in Taylor Lake.
Most of the water on campus
drains into it, and because
there is no outlet, any pollutants that come into the lake
would stay there. But nothing
prepared sophomore Peter
Burkhart for what would latch
onto his line Sunday afternoon,
April 17.
Burkhart fought a huge grass
carp, estimated to weigh from
25-40 pounds, for over an
hour, using only 12 pound
test line. Sophomore Josh
Crawford, who was with
Burkhart at the time, took a
number of pictures. The fish
was subsequently released.
“A lot of people didn’t
believe it,” said sophomore
Danny Miller. “They thought the
pictures were ‘Photoshopped.’”
Many people did assume the
photographs were doctored.
But it quickly became apparent
that Burkhart actually had
landed it when he produced
pictures with sophomore

Spencer Conroy in the water
bear-hugging the fish to help
bring it in.
“That was a wicked big fish,”
Conroy said.
Even more unbelievable is
that Burkhart reeled the fish in
by hooking it in the tail.
“We named it Gus,” Burkhart
said. “And we’re pretty sure it
was bigger than most of the
kids at youth conference.”
Though this event is strange,
it is not as strange as some
would imagine. The grass carp,
also called the White Amur, is a
vegetarian fish native to the
Amur River in Asia. It has been
used by the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service for experimental purposes since 1963
and for controlling nuisance
vegetation such as Taylor
Lake’s weed population.
“[Grass carp] were introduced with a permit from the
Indiana DNR as a control agent
for weedy vegetation, which
can get really out of hand in
small lakes such as Taylor’s,”
said Dr. Jan Reber of the environmental science department.
“They have been there for

some while now.”
These carp have a voracious
appetite, according to Reber.
“They are known to leap out
of the water onto the bank to
grab mouthfuls of vegetation
and then wriggle back in,”
Reber said.
According to Dr. Paul
Rothrock, also of the environmental science department,
Gus’ Asian relatives can grow
up to 100 pounds or more.
“Grass carp are a way of controlling pond life,” Rothrock
said. “It keeps the area
from becoming overgrown …
because of algae blooms, it
keeps the bacteria [population]
down.”
The introduction of these
carp into Taylor Lake is part of
a broader plan to beautify and
maintain the water and shoreline. There have been continuing talks about dredging the
lake as well as improving water
quality. The administration
hopes to make Taylor Lake
increasingly accessible for
swimming and fishing.
Meanwhile, Gus is safely back
in the waters of Taylor Lake.

Dr. Mark Colgan commented
that he felt a compromise could
be reached between faculty
members.
“The best overall solution I
have seen is a compromise 4-41 model that allows time in
January for missions trips, faculty scholarship and other programs,” he said. “This is a calendar currently used by
Anderson University, where
they have over 400 students
involved in missions trips
each year.”
Anderson, has “International
Term” or “I-term” Dec. 27
through Jan. 11. During this
time they had many missions
trips. Their second semester
started on Jan. 12, and ended
with commencement on May 7
giving them a few more class
days than TU had this semester.
Their May term then starts
May 9 and ends June 3.
Numerous professors expressed
interest in Colgan’s position of
compromise. Using a plan such
as Anderson’s, classes essentially would finish two weeks
earlier in May and still allows
for missions trips, faculty
scholarship and rest in January.

Colgan also mentioned that
with this compromise, students
would still have the option to
experience missions trip opportunities without missing J-term
requirements.
“I am in favor of voting for a
change to a 4-4-1 calendar
where we allow time in
January for special opportunities,” Colgan said.
Jill Godorhazy, director of
residence life, held a different opinion.
“Eliminating J-term eliminates something that already
works. Customer service is
critical, and J-term works for
the students. Things may need
to be tweaked, but changing
this all together means changing things we aren’t even aware
of yet,” she said. “J-term has
the perfect number of students
on campus providing a great
time of building and strengthening relationships with others
on campus.”
Faculty can vote online via
Blackboard until 3 p.m. on
Monday. This faculty vote is
primarily a recommendation to
the administration regarding
the two term options.

J-term vote still undecided
BY CHRISTIANNA LUY
STAFF WRITER

Faculty from the Upland and
Fort Wayne campus gathered
Thursday morning to discuss
the pros and cons of a May
term verses a January term.
Dr. Edwin Welch and
Professor Philip Loy presided
over the morning’s discussion.
Faculty members who had
views to share were allotted
three minutes to speak and
could not speak a second time
until everyone had a chance to
speak at least once.
Two papers, one favoring a
May term and the other favoring a January term, were written by Dr. Paul Rothrock and
Dr. Cathy Harner. They were
read by Welch and Dr.
Jessica Rousselow-Winquist to
outline concerns regarding
both term options.
Dr. Lee Erickson gave a
power point presentation featuring numerous concerns.
After all the pros and cons
were explained, faculty members had a chance to share their
feelings on the options.

4-1-4

May

Students like social atmosphere
Students prefer courses in January vs.

vs.

Students prefer to avoid the weather
Students graduate early due to J-term;
fewer would graduate early with May term
Some courses like capstones work better
in January than May
More students on Lighthouse trips in
January vs. May
Some Lighthouse hosts would prefer hosting in January vs. May
Off season travel cost advantages in
January for airline tickets and lodging.
Student Development & Leadership
development strategy fits the present calendar
TWO fund raising strategy fits the current
calendar
More difficult to offer as many Theater
productions
Earlier commencement would reduce
campus visits during May
Faculty who do not teach in January have
more time to prepare for second semester

News

4-4-1

Removes restraints on the length of spring
term allowing it to be as long as fall term
Reduces student and faculty fatigue in the
spring
Summer employment and internship
advantages for students
Students studying off-campus in spring
term would not have to miss May term.
Summer school classes at other colleges
would not start before or during our spring final
exams
Reduced pressure to teach courses in the
one-term that don’t fit there by reducing student
demand for courses during the one-term
The weather is more certain for travel in
May
Music tours would be easier and would
avoid loss of momentum over January
Fewer students on campus in May means
more conference and camp incomes and more
time for maintenance and construction
More participation in MLK day
Longer block of time provided for faculty
to research and travel time in the summer

On the opposite side of the
world, millions of people in Sri
Lanka suffer from the devastating effects of the December
tsunami. This summer, 21
Taylor students and four Taylor
faculty and staff members will
spend two weeks in Sri Lanka,
bringing help and hope to
the people.
After hearing about the tsunami that rocked Southeast Asia,
team leader Dr. Hank Voss
leapt into action. The physics
department was already considering a summer mission trip
to Honduras, but the location
was reconsidered when interested students and faculty
learned more about helping the
tsunami victims. After much
prayer and many e-mails with a
Taylor-connected family in Sri
Lanka’s capital, Colombo, the
decision was made to send a
team to Sri Lanka with TWO.
The team will be working
with Mission to the World. The
team’s main objective is to help
meet the physical needs of the
people. It will be a technically-

focused trip, dealing with electrical wiring, construction and
possibly some computer work.
Sri Lanka is a closed society
in which only 8 percent of the
people are Christians. The
country is in desperate need of
spiritual encouragement. While
it is unwise to openly evangelize during this time of crisis,
the team hopes they will
find opportunities to share
the gospel with the people
they encounter.
“We want to keep … hope
alive and encourage [the people of Sri Lanka] in such a difficult time of loss and sadness,”
said junior Natalie Irwin.
The Sri Lanka Church is also
in desperate need of encouragement. Four months of
intense disaster relief coupled
with escalated persecution has
drained the spirits of pastors
and missionaries alike. The
team hopes to strengthen the
church by their presence.
“Persecution is very healthy
for the church,” said Deontha
Perera, father of freshman
Sheena
Ilangakoon-Perera.
“The church becomes pure and
refined [through persecution].”

The team will fly out of
Indianapolis airport on May 21
and tentatively arrive in
Colombo on May 22. They will
spend one week in Colombo,
becoming acquainted with the
culture and helping to meet the
needs of the local church. Half
of the group will then travel to
eastern Sri Lanka to the city of
Trincomalee for the second
week while the other half
remains in Colombo. The team
is scheduled to return to the
United States on June 8.
They are currently trying to
raise $60,000 to cover expenses such as transportation, lodging and ministry materials.
This
Saturday
during
Taylathon, the team will be
selling cookies. They will also
offer laundry services, cleaning
services and a carwash to help
raise support.
Prayer coverage is also needed. The team asks that people
would pray for the people of
Sri Lanka to be receptive to the
gospel and for physical safety.
For
information
about
fundraising services or prayer
requests, contact Natalie Irwin
at 84315.

Rah challenges students to reengage in culture
BY STEPHANIE SNIDER
CONTRIBUTOR
Pastor Soong-Chan Rah challenged Taylor students to reengage culture by responding in
love instead of fear.
Rah, who spoke Wednesday
at 8:15 p.m. in Whitaker
Auditorium on “love in the 21st
century,” pastors Cambridge
Community Fellowship Church,
a multi-ethnic, urban church
concerned with racial reconciliation and social justice.
These concerns related to his
speech, which covered not only
what Christianity looks like in
a postmodern world, but also
the definition of love as it
relates to biblical aspects and
racial differences.
“I think he touched on a lot
of important issues that the
church in general is facing
today, and he gave us practical
ways to engage in culture,”
said sophomore Alicia Chew.
“He addressed all ethnicities,
and I think it was important to
show us what we personally
need to improve on.”

Rah showed how people from
all cultures can improve by
becoming “powerless,” resulting in healthy cross-cultural
relationships. Powerlessness
includes letting someone from
another culture take a leadership role, such as teaching and
mentoring.
“I think that Pastor Rah
touched on the issue of being
powerless and how it looks for
different cultures. For me,
that's challenging and very
practical,” said junior Dionne
Osman. “It makes me, and hopefully others, see how to love
and be loved by other people of
different cultures and race.”
Rah extended his topic past
racial reconciliation, discussing American culture in
general by contending that
Christians have often had two
responses to our postmodern
world. Both responses, isolation from culture and overacceptance of culture, are dysfunctional, fearful ways to
react to postmodernism.
“A lot of what we see in the
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church in the 21st-century is
driven by fear and has caused
the church to have significantly
lost its moral voice,” Rah said.
Rah offers a solution to this
problem by discussing the
importance of love in reengaging culture, including race relationships.
“Rah’s message for diversity
is vital for us to embrace and
promote if we wish to lead
and change the world we’re
entering into,” said junior Mark
Grunden.
The issues Rah covered in
his message ranged from pluralism to the shift in demographics of world Christianity.
“I felt Rah was very well
spoken. His points were clear
and insightful,” said freshman
Christianna Luy.
Rah was recently featured in
the April 2005 edition of
Christianity Today for his
expertise in multi-ethnic issues
and racial reconciliation. He
has spoken at many college
campuses, including Harvard,
Yale, Johns Hopkins and
Columbia, and was a plenary
speaker at the Urbana Student
Missions
Conference
in
2003. He also spoke at the
National Christian MultiCultural Student Leadership
Conference in 2004.
“I hope he will come back
and speak again,” Luy said.
Chew agreed, “I would love
to see him speak at chapel.”
Rah was recently a part of a
church planting team in
the Washington D.C. area,
and assembled Cambridge
Community
Fellowship
Church.

Pastor Soong-Chan Rah spoke Wednesday on "love in the 21st century.”
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finance at Taylor University
from 1988 until his death in
1998. He died from a heart
attack while playing basketball
with his son.
Coe said Seaman’s influence
is still very evident.
The Seaman Challenge is a
program he and his wife began
while Seaman taught at Taylor.
“[They] wanted to help
Taylor seniors understand the
value of giving a gift to the
Taylor Fund each year,” said
David Ritchie, director of the
Taylor fund.
The couple would give graduates a $1 and $2 bill and then
challenge students to give the
$1 bill to Taylor the day of
graduation and the $2 bill to
Taylor over the summer when
the new fiscal year began
in June.
“Many seniors will write the
name of an underclassman
directly on their $1 and $2 bill
and so in future years, that student will get that specific bill
from Mrs. Seaman and will be
able to pass it on again to one
of their friends,” Ritchie said.
Joanne Seaman continues
this tradition today, challenging
students to double their gift to
the Taylor Fund each year for
the first 10 years after gradua-

tion. Each year seniors honor
her request to take her gift
and give the first dollar back
to Taylor.
“This spirit of giving continues through a graduate’s life,”
Ritchie said. “A higher percentage of Taylor alumni give a gift
to Taylor than almost any
school in the country.”
Taylor’s seal in the common
area of the Kesler Center was
given in memory of Seaman.
Beside the seal is a plaque
commemorating his life and
service to God.
A memorial showcase also
honors Seaman’s legacy in the
second story of the Reade
Center. The memorial board
contains business cards of
Taylor alumni.
A sign on the board explains
“Professor Seaman began the
tradition of inviting Taylor
University business alumni
to share their business cards …
in hopes of sharing their success in business and life
after Taylor.”
Students can contact these
alumni for practicum or job
opportunities. Business cards
displayed range from accounting companies to mission
organizations.
Ritchie remembered Seaman
during his years at Taylor.
“I audited one of his classes
in the mid 1990s just so I could
sit in on his lectures and learn
from him,” he said.
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because of the preparation that
Taylor offers.
“Taylor does an excellent job
in giving us the tools to succeed at what we do but also to
teach us why we do what we
do,” said senior Katie Baglien.
“We are given a level of excellence in everything we are
taught, so that we can apply
those skills to be a disciple of
Christ.”
The list featured well-known
companies, such as Microsoft,
IBM, Intel, Wal-Mart, Ford and
General Electric. The list also
features companies of less
prominent stature, including
Oxford Global Resources,
Allegis Group and Avaya.

Congratulations to those
awarded offcampus housing!
Please come see us at
Casa Patricia Apartments
●One & Two bedroom

apartments

●On-site Laundry
●Central Air

●Range

& Refrigerator
furnished
Contact: Corrie Goshert
998-4408
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Unseen challenges for students with disabilities
BY ELIZABETH DIFFIN
FEATURES EDITOR
For most students at Taylor,
something like a broken handicap accessible door would be a
minor inconvenience in their
everyday lives. But for those
students who have physical disabilities, such inconveniences
can make their day-to-day life
very difficult.
There are approximately 10
students at Taylor who have
mobility impairments and visual and hearing disabilities.
Although most agree that the
Taylor community as a whole is
very receptive to their needs,
ignorance is a major hurdle.
“We want to raise awareness
[of disabilities] as much as we
do racial diversity,” said senior
Sara Kersten, who has severe
hearing loss in both ears. “It's
about getting people aware of
how to treat me.”
For instance, Kersten recently spoke in Vespers about her
disability. Immediately after
she finished talking, it transitioned into a sharing time.
The lights were turned down
and everyone began to share
in hushed voice. Kersten didn't catch a thing that was
being said.
“It was really ironic,” she
said. “Even through me talking,
people still didn't get it.”
Senior Jill VandeZande, who
has cerebral palsy, agreed with
Kersten's assessment.
“It's not the time to bash
Taylor,” she said. “Many [of
the problems] can be chalked
up to ignorance.”
For VandeZande, the DC is

especially difficult to navigate.
In the past four years, students
consistently parked their bicycles in front of the handicap
accessible door for the DC.
Even when a sign was posted,
many
disregarded
it.
Hopefully, the new bike rack
outside the DC will prevent that
from happening again. At other
times, trashcans blocked the
railings that VandeZande relies
on for mobility.
For students in wheelchairs,
the campus can be especially
difficult to navigate. The automatic handicap doors are not
always reliable, and the sidewalks in particular can be hard
to get on and off of.
“The people are always very
helpful,” said senior Ross
Ringenberg, who has a neurological condition. “That's been
a great thing to fall back on, but
we would prefer not to.”
He especially noted the concern of the maintenance
department in making sure
that the campus is navigable
for his wheelchair.
Senior Sarah Murphey, who
uses a wheelchair due to a
heart/lung disease, also had
words of praise for the
Taylor community.
“The students here are great,”
she said. “There's always someone around to help me.”
Both Ringenberg and
Murphey said that it would be
helpful to have a specific line
of communication in place in
order to raise concerns.
Oftentimes they don't know who
to contact and don't have the
time to track down someone.
“We are busy,” Murphey said.

“We don't [always] feel like
making a fuss.”
Many of the students said that
it can be difficult to speak up
for themselves and they often
feel like they are complaining
when they make suggestions.
Murphey also suggested that
it would be helpful to take students with disabilities around
the campus in order to find
practical suggestions for
improving the campus. The students believe it would be wise
to consult students with physical disabilities while new campus buildings are being constructed, to make sure that the
buildings will accommodate
their needs.
Kersten shared some of the
other challenges she faces that
might not be readily obvious to
the average student. Although
all of her professors wear a
microphone to help her hear
better, in class discussions, she
has difficulty following what
her classmates share. She can't
use phones on campus, because
they are not equipped for the
hearing impaired. When she
wants to watch a movie, even
those that are hosted on campus, she has to make sure that
the televisions are close-captioned. She even once slept
through a fire drill because she
couldn't hear the sound.
“I don't think that [the campus] knows enough,” she
said. “It's about getting people knowledgeable.”
At Taylor, the Academic
Enrichment Center exists to
help students who have special
needs. Often, it focuses more
on students who have learning
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Senior Jill VandeZande, who has cerebral palsy, speaks at a roundtable discussion about disabilities
on campus. Many students feel that improvements could be made to improve handicap accessibility.

disabilities, rather than those
with physical needs. However,
Wynn Lembright, vice president for student affairs, hopes
to form a specific advocacy
group for those with physical
disabilities and have it in place
by the fall.
Although these four students will have graduated by
then, they still have high
hopes for improvements on
Taylor's campus for the other
current and future students
with disabilities.
“We are full-functioning people, but people sometimes for-

get,” Kersten said. “If they forget while we're here, they're
sure as heck going to forget
when we're gone.”
VandeZande also looked to
the future.
“It's not for us, it is for the people who come after us,” she said.
“People need to remember.”
As changes continue to take
place on Taylor's campus for
those with disabilities, they
remain a high priority for many
in leadership. Jill Godorhazy,
associate dean of students,
Steve Mortland, associate
vice president for enrollment

services, and Lembright all
expressed concern for handicap accessibility on Taylor's
campus.
They hope to open appropriate channels of communication
and maintain a “storehouse of
knowledge” about how to best
deal with disabilities. Overall,
they want to make sure that the
needs of all Taylor students are
being successfully met.
“[Students with disabilities]
fulfill such a significant role in
what Taylor's mission…should
be about,” Lembright said. “We
want to do better.”

Deneau brings fresh ideas to communication arts department
BY KERRY PORTER
CONTRIBUTOR

Young, creative, passionate
and energetic. Does this
sound like the typical college
professor? These words
describe one of the newest
additions to the Taylor communication arts department,
Professor Linda Deneau.
Once a student at Taylor
University, she is not foreign
to Upland, Ind. A transfer from
Purdue University, she came
to Taylor her sophomore year.
She was originally set on a
career in broadcasting with the
dream of one day working for
ESN,but her life was soon
changed by a student-teaching
experience at Taylor.
“I had to take a Lab Science
course and I find out the only
one available was an elementary education teacher science
[course]. Taught a lesson. God
tugged at my heart and told me
that's what I was supposed to
do,” she said.
One of the biggest influences
in her life from that moment
forward was communication
arts professor Jan Pletcher.
“[She] jumped at the chance
to have me be involved,”

Deneau said. “I don't know
why. I mean I was just this little
punk kid and all of a sudden
she…saw what God wanted me
to do. And she had my vision
and made sure that she did all
she could to make it happen.”
Pletcher was a major influence during Deneau's time at
Taylor and helped her accomplish her goal of becoming a
communications teacher.
From her very first teaching
experience Deneau knew where
she wanted to head in life. She
soon changed her major to
communication education.
“[I]t's not like the light shined
in and the music faded up, but it
was enough to knock me off my
rocker,” she said. “It's almost
like God grabbed ahold of
the back of my hoodie and
said ‘Hey, wait a second.
There's something here you
need to do.’”
Her new major incorporated
both the core communication
arts courses and the basic education courses at Taylor. After
graduation she was certified to
teach speech, drama and
numerous other communication
classes at the middle school and
high school levels.
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Professor Linda Deneau is the newest faculty member in the communications arts department. She sees teaching as her opportunity to make a differece in the lives of young people.

Following graduation, her
first teaching job was at a
Presbyterian
high/middle
school in Florida. Though she
loved the experience, Deneau
felt called to further pursue

communication and eventually
teach on the college level.
“Ultimately, I've always wanted to be involved at the college
level. I like college; I like students; I like the atmosphere,”

she said.
Her family is an influence
and a major source of inspiration in every aspect of
Deneau's life. One night while
she was making the decisionabout whether to pursue a
teaching career, Deneau's father
challenged her to think about
the big picture.
“My dad mentioned to me
‘Linda when you are old and
gray what do you want to know
you made a difference in’” she
said. “And at that point I
thought broadcasting and
impacting a number of people
that way would be very important and good but I wouldn't be
able to see it.”
She knew then that she wanted to be able to make a significant difference in the lives of
young people and teaching was
her way of doing that.
“I mean, being in a classroom and having someone
understand something further
or create new ideas because of
something that God has said
through me is amazing and
that's what keeps me in the
classroom,” she said.
Now that she has achieved
her goal of becoming a college

professor, Deneau has decided
not to stop where she is.
“I want to take care of loose
ends that would keep me from
staying in a place that I love
and doing what I believe that
God wants me to do,” she said.
By this she means pursuing
her doctorate degree.
“Ultimately my short term
and long term [goals are] to
make an impact. I think you
have to view short term as well
as a long term goals to make a
sufficient impact in the lives of
students,” she said.
One of Deneau's biggest passions is to be effective in her
classroom teaching.
“I never want to lose my passion … my desire to make each
class powerful. I never want to
do it,” she said. “I don't want
to be the professor that sits in
the office and does his or her
work, doesn't relate and just
gets sour on the whole issue. I
can't do that.”
Deneau is currently teaching
interpersonal communication,
advanced interpersonal communication and public speaking
classes at Taylor. She brings
fresh ideas and new ways of
teaching into every class.

Toben finds her calling in Texas courtroom
BY ELIZABETH DIFFIN
FEATURES EDITOR
For all the seniors who are
clueless about what they will
do after graduation, there's
hope. Taylor alumnus Beth
Toben, a successful criminal
prosecutor, was equally unsure
about the future when she graduated from Taylor in 1980.
Toben was a political science
major and completed an internship in Washington, D.C. as
part of the American Studies
Program. During her senior
year, her wedding engagement
was broken off, leaving her
without any definite plans for
after graduation.
“I was really down that
spring,” Toben said. “I didn't
know what I wanted to do.”
She thought about going
back to D.C. to work on
Capitol Hill and even went
there to begin the process. But
while she was there, she met a
middle-aged man who was desperately searching for employment after his congressman had
been defeated.
“I realized that I do not want
to be dependent on someone
else,” Toben said.
So, she left D.C. and moved
back home, under her father's
condition that she attend law
school. She began at the
Indianapolis branch of Indiana
University Law School.

Features

“I didn't want to go to school
anymore,” Toben said. “It was
really hard for me, because I'm
more of a people person. But I
decided I would just stick it out
and finish.”
While in law school, she
met her future husband,
Brad, a young professor.
After he accepted a position
at Baylor Law School in
Waco, Tex., Toben finished
her degree there.
After graduating from law
school, she began to work in
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Taylor alumnus Beth Toben is a
criminal prosecutor. She tries
many different cases, but feels
a special calling to prosecute
child sexual abuse.

Texas at the court of appeals,
where she did research and
helped judges write opinions.
Although she learned a lot, she
did not like her job because it
was too much like law school.
She began to become depressed
and develop migraine headaches.
“Christians are not immune
from emotional problems,” she
said. “I was not in work that fit
my personality.”
She contemplated taking a
break from practicing law and
taking up teaching. But some
testing convinced her doctor
that would not be a good
choice. Instead, she approached
a retired judge who had opened
a private practice to see if he
would want to hire an associate.
He ultimately agreed, and
Toben began in his practice.
“We had a really open relationship,” she said. “And I
figured out that I really like
criminal law.”
They began to discuss the
idea of Toben working in the
District Attorney's office for
awhile to get courtroom experience, and then coming back
to private practice. However,
the judge was diagnosed with
terminal cancer about a year
after Toben had started working there. She stayed on until
his death, when she helped to
sell the practice and close it
down.
From there, she began to

work in the DA's office, where
she is currently a prosecutor in
major felony cases. Her area of
expertise is child sexual abuse,
although she also tries other
cases.
“I love it,” she said. “The
thing about what I do is that I
always wanted to help people…The
victims
didn't
choose to be victims, and they
can't even pick their own
lawyers. It's a life-changing
experience for them.”
She finds it to be very satisfying, especially when she is
able to interact with the kids
and see them in the community.
In an specialty area that has a
high burn-out rate, she has been
able to work for 16 years.
“Part of the reason I have
been able to stick to it…is
because I really feel that it is a
calling,” she said. “Caring is
not just an act; it's for real.”
Toben has trials about once
every five or six weeks. They
usually last for three to four
days, although they can be as
long as a week. One of her
favorite aspects of the trial is
interviewing kids and putting
them on the witness stand.
“You never know what a kid
is going to say,” she said.
“There's no script, you just
have to roll with the flow.”
On the other hand, it can be
very difficult to lose a trial
when she truly believes the

“I really feel that it is a calling ... Caring is
not just an act; it’s for real.”
Beth Toben
child is telling the truth.
“It's not just pride,” she said.
“But trying to explain to the kid
what happened…you feel like
you failed them.”
Trying sexual abuse cases
can be especially difficult
because it is often the victim's
word against the suspect's.
Medical evidence is often
non-existent. Toben said that
studies show that there is
often a suspicion that people
lie about sexual abuse.
“In some people, they hold us
to a higher standard of proof,”
she said. “We have to educate
the jury and convince them that
it is true.”
She also thinks it is important
to look at the long-term implications of sexual abuse, especially the issues that many children are forced to deal with.
“It creates a whole series of
problems,” Toben said. “And
if [the kids] are not believed
and affirmed, it can just
become worse.”
Toben attributes much of her
success in law to the educational background she received at
Taylor. Her political science
classes gave her an idea of the

necessary tension between sections of governmen, while communications classes helped her
learn to speak publicly and
empathize with others.
“[At Taylor], I met so many
different kinds of people from
different backgrounds,” she
said. “It helps me relate to so
many different people.”
Her faith also comes into
play in the workplace. She
prays specifically about
every case before she goes to
court. She is sometimes even
able to pray with her clients
and their families.
“I don't think my job affects
my faith,” she said. “But my
faith affects my job.”
At this point, she has no plans
to leave her job, although it is
dependent on the District
Attorney being re-elected. But
even with the uncertainty,
Toben has learned some valuable lessons about God's plan
for her life.
“I kept trying to go down
paths that didn't fit,” she said.
“If you don't know what path
to go down, keep moving.
God will move you into the
right road.”
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“I think blogging is super-important.”
-Bill GatesLetter to the editor

Blogging shows self-idolatry
M
BY JOE RINGENBERG
COLUMNIST

Who is
Aaron
Shapiro?

S

end me your gossip.
Seriously. I found
myself with nothing
left to write about
(note the implicit
assumption that I, at one point,
did have something to write
about) and so I figured I’d
write a snarky little commentary on the recent goings on in
Upland. The problem is, I’ve
got no idea what’s going on
campus so I’ve really got no
material. This is why you all
need to send me your gossip.
Now historically, Christians
have been pretty critical of gossip. If we go back to our roots,
however, we find that gossip
was an integral part of early
Christianity, like when Mary
Magdalene went behind Jesus'
back and told the disciples that
he had risen from the dead. In
fact, the entire concept of evangelism and therefore the spread
of the Christian gospel is loosely based on gossip:
“Hey man, did you hear
about Jesus?”
“Christ Jesus?”
“Yeah! I heard he was at some
party getting everyone drunk.”
“No way! Has he, like, never
heard of the LTC?”
“I know, right? Plus, it was at
a wedding so you know he was
dancing too.”1
Now I know what you’re probably thinking. “Come on now,
Batman,” you’re probably thinking, “gossip and evangelism are
clearly different things.” And
while that may be true, it doesn’t change the fact that Jesus
never actually signed the LTC.2
What I mean by all this is that,
despite all its negative connotations/definition, gossip can actually be a constructive thing if
you think about it the right way.
Granted, gossip can be cruel,
malicious, hurtful, harmful, mean,
destructive and loads of other
things found in thesauruses, but
if you remove all the bad stuff
about it, what it basically comes
down to is people communicating, which is good. Of course it’s
best when they’re not communicating behind people’s backs in a
way that’s cruel, malicious, hurtful, harmful, mean and destructive, which is good to keep in
mind when we’re telling funny
stories about people. Like this
one time I saw Current Student
Body President Aaron “Shaps”
Shapiro laugh really hard at
dinner and have milk come out
his nose. It was pretty funny.
Apparently he choked on it too
and blacked out for a few minutes and has been having pretty
bad migraines ever since, but if
you isolate the part about the
milk coming out of the nose,
it’s pretty funny stuff.
Everyone knows that Taylor
is the community place.
Some people have labeled it
“the Bubble,” “Riotland,” or
“Wheaton + corn,” but deep
down we all know it’s the community that really defines the
campus.3 What I’m trying to
get at here is that I miss the
heck out of that community,
and even if you call it gossip, I
wish I heard more about the little stuff that’s going on like
milk coming out of people’s
noses because, when it comes
right down to it, that’s what
makes Shaps Shaps.
Joe Ringenberg is writing from
Harvard, where he’s hanging
out for a semester. His writing
is often influenced by real life
experiences, like this one time
when he sneezed while drinking orange juice. It was messy.
1

Aren’t we allowed to dance at weddings now? I seem to remember something about that. Who can tell in these
postmodern times?
2
He might’ve clicked on the online
affirmation thing though, which is like,
half-way there.
3
No kidding — I saw it on a brochure.

Opinions

Denominations at odds
BY RUTHIE MARTIN
GUEST COLUMNIST

“A

nd all the people
shouted with a
great shout when
they praised the Lord because
the foundation of the house of
the Lord was laid. Yet many of
the priests and Levites and the
heads of fathers’ households,
the old men who had seen the
first temple, wept with a loud
voice when the foundation of
this house was laid before their
eyes, while many shouted aloud
for joy; so that the people
could not distinguish the sound
of the shout of joy from the
sound of the weeping of the
people.” -Ezra 3:11-13
I am a Slavophile, and I have
never found any reason to keep
this a secret. Since childhood, I
have had this inexplicable fixation with Slavic culture.
Periodically I have attempted
to identify its origin or trace its
development throughout my
experiences, and the clearest
sources to blame were several
influential Russian books or
Russian composers and artists,
but the names themselves did
not sufficiently communicate
what continues to draw me to
that fascinating world that grew
somewhere between western
Europe and eastern China.
As I continued my quest for
either a fuller explanation or
saturation, I decided to study in
Russia for a semester and stubbornly insisted that my class
scheduling include an opening
for my semester away. Thus,
two years ago, I spent my
spring with the Nachenaijovo
family in Nizhnij Novgorod
where I practiced my Russian
by reading picture books to my
Russian brother, Misha, and suspected my Russian sister, Inga,

to be a fairy in the disguise of a
teenage Armenian immigrant.
The semester previous to my
departure for Russia had been a
difficult one, the canonical
“questioning the faith of your
family” semester that most
Taylor students encounter, and
my struggles remained unresolved as I left the States.
While I was there, my questions about the Church and
Christianity grew as I saw the
conflict building into animosity
between the Orthodox and
Protestant church in Russia due
to proselytism, poor communication, and condemnation from
both sides.
I responded by attending an
Orthodox monastery every
Sunday to learn who these people were in the body of Christ.
I was an evident foreigner, but
during my weekly pilgrimage,
some of the priests and babushki in that church fought with
evident love through our language differences, using huge
arm movements and slower
Russian to teach me of the
wonder of the incarnation, the
power of suffering, and the
beauty of worship.
I learned to seek God again
under this church’s influence
so that now the Orthodox liturgy has become dear and meaningful to me, with its incorporation of all the senses through
art, incense, music, communion and physical response.
Back in America, I returned
to the Protestant world, and
although I ached for and
missed the Orthodox Church, I
had not entered one since leaving Russia … until our Chorale

“I learned to seek
God again under
this church’s
influence so that
now the Orthodox
liturgy has become
dear and meaningful
to me, with its
incorporation of all
the senses.”

tour last spring to Greece. As
we walked into the Basilica in
Thessaloniki, I found myself
weeping, overpowered by the
vision of the Ruthie who
entered the monastery alone
every week, head covered, and
stood with Russian worshippers; who learned from the
clucking old women, and whose
heart had been restored there.
I mourned because while
both Protestantism and Eastern
Orthodoxy have contributed to
my faith, Greece placed me
again in a country where they
stand at odds. I rejoiced in the
Chorale’s songs of blessing to
the Grecian Protestants and
was filled with the joy and awe
of salvation partly because I
had learned of that love, compassion, and redemption from
the Russian Father Igor.
But I wept because I had seen
the old temple; I had learned
from the teachers in the old
church, those whom most
members of the Protestant
Church will not call Christians.
I cannot reconcile the accusations and tensions between
these two denominations, but
Greece reminded me of my
love for both churches and my
earthly aching for the restored
Body and for a divine understanding of this life and world.
Because of these experiences,
part of my Russian addiction
today is strongly attributable
to the Orthodox Church. I
still dream of witnessing a congregation wonder at the inexplicable mystery of the spiritual world again. I miss the
weight of beauty counteracting
the pressures of functionality
and expediency.
I write this not to settle the
long-standing debates on Eastern
Orthodoxy, like iconography
and praying to the saints, nor to
claim that beauty is non-existent within our Protestant worship. I write to share my experience, with the hope of sharing
my love for the Orthodox
Church as a member of the
international Catholic Church
and to challenge you to also
question and discerningly learn
from other traditions.

Letter to the editor

T

Blogging is intrinsically neutral

he April 22 letter to the editor on blogging raised
some legitimate concerns, but I
think it went too far in its dismissal of a fundamentally neutral medium.
The article asserts that all
potential value blogging has is
meaningless because blogging
is intrinsically a waste of time.
Leaving aside for the moment
how witnessing or engaging
culture automatically becomes
meaningless when it is posted
on a personal Web site, why
should we assume that time
spent blogging is intrinsically
time wasted?
Surely blogging can be
abused. But then, what good
thing can’t be abused? Should
we stop eating because some
of us eat too much? Should
we stop praying because some
of our prayers are selfish?
Obviously not.
We should strive to glorify
God in our blogging just as we
strive to do so in every other

area, and clearly this requires
us to blog in moderation. But
it’s a non sequitur to conclude
that if something can be
abused, all uses of it are abuse.
The letter also claimed that
blogs are anti-community. One
possible response to this is,
“Not when done well.” Keep in
mind that blogs are a cheap,
easy, and instantaneous way to
reach a potentially unlimited
number of people.
In essence, blogs are open
letters to the world. They can
unite people with similar interests who might otherwise never
have interacted.
Of course, blogs have definite benefits to people who
already know each other, too: I
know a few students who
are currently living overseas for a semester who use
their blog to stay connected
with friends here at Taylor.
Community is the strength of
blogs, not the weakness.
Finally, must blogging be self-

absorbed? Again, no. Good
blogs do more than relate: they
engage and reflect. Blogs can
be used for more than mere
emotional vomit; they can
engage culture, pass on new
ideas to others, or even (as
even last week’s article admitted) serve as a witnessing tool.
When you really think about
it, is there that much difference
between posting text on a Web
site and making a daily radio
broadcast? I suspect that few
who object to blogs would dismiss C.S. Lewis’s Mere
Christianity even though it was
originally broadcast in a similar format.)
Upon closer examination it
seems that blogs, like most
human activities, can be both
curse and blessing depending
on how they’re used. Let’s
therefore apply the same diligence we grant other activities
instead of reflexively dismissing blogs as worthless.
By Mateo K. Palos

y knee-jerk reaction to the
column two weeks ago
called “How to be a better
blogger,” was something along
the lines of: “Wow. They
should have titled it ‘How to
waste even more of your precious, progressively vaporous
life with yet another pathetic
electronic excuse for the Godgiven gift of communication.’”
My not-knee-jerk reaction was
similar: “Wow. We as humans
have almost no restraint, if any,
when it comes to twisting
God’s gifts into infinitely less
glorious mockeries.”
I can think of two (maybe three
in case I’m being too narrowminded here) legitimate reasons to blog. One is if you are
separated by distances/timezones that do not allow for sufficient communication between
yourself and loved ones. Even
then, you must honestly question whether or not your relationship with those persons
warrants the maintenance of
a blog.
The other reason is if you have
a need for the communication
of large amounts of information to numerous parties (e.g.
business, media, political).
Note: Neither of these reasons
includes the need to gallivant
around town with deep/contemplative/needy/self-pitying
thoughts posted on your chest.
Any attempt at justification
for this is an attempt at justification for the evil of
self-idolatry.
While “just getting your
thoughts out” may be of some
therapeutic value, that exact
same value can be achieved by
getting into your car, driving to
Wal-Mart and buying a real
journal — the kind that can’t
be manipulated into a self-serv-

ing altar where people buy
tickets to the show with the
best explosions.
And that, I believe, is where
the allure lies — in knowing
that if you sound clever
enough, if you march the most
over-the-top emotional parade,
people might be hooked into
giving you their undivided
attention. The attention gained
is so desired because it’s one
more thing propping us up that
much closer to sitting on the
throne of the ultimate being
that we each wish to be.
In other words, we wish we
were God, we want his glory,
and we’ll do whatever it is that
we have to do to get it. If, in
this instance, that means
shamelessly abusing the unique
environment created by blogs,
then sign us up — we’ll take all
the pity/adoration we can get.
If all this sounds like a pretty
steep accusation to make about
some harmless “phenomenon”
(or deadly epidemic, really), I
ask you to consider: Just what
is it about blogs that’s bringing
in the masses — that’s made it
a phenomenon? Could it be
that the opportunity to have
your own 24-hour stage is
almost too wickedly self-fulfilling, too deceitfully charming to turn down?
We’ve all felt lonely, left out
in the cold. We’ve all craved
acknowledgement, approval, a
pat on the back. We’ve all been
depressed. It’s what we do in
response to these feelings that
is of critical importance. I
wonder how God must grieve
that any of his children, whom
he loves far more than they
can fathom, would turn to
wired plastic boxes for comfort
and security.
By Brandon Henderson
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“Write without pay until somebody offers pay. If nobody offers within three years, the candidate may look upon this circumstance
with the most implicit confidence as the sign that sawing wood is what he was intended for.”
-Mark Twain-

Latest from Taylor Theatre offers
new dimension to age-old debate
BY JOE DARLING
A&E EDITOR
Over 60 years have passed since newspapers first made mention
of an atomic bomb. The topic has changed faces numerous times
but, since it was breached, the threat of nuclear warfare has played
a key role in shaping international foreign policy.
Michael Frayn's stage play Copenhagen captures the earliest
moments in what has become one of the most frequently revisited
political debates. It traces nuclear power back to two European
physicists who explored the properties of atomic energy in
World War II-ridden Europe.
Taylor University Theatre unveils Copenhagen for the first
time in Mitchell Theatre. Playing the roles of the threemember cast are freshman Josh Zehnder as Neils Bohr,
junior Aaron Leu as Werner Heisenberg and senior Annie
Calhoun as Bohr's wife, Margrethe.
Copenhagen retreats to a controversial meeting held
in Copenhagen in 1941 between Heisenberg and
his former comrade and mentor, Bohr.
Heisenberg left his German home to discuss
the German nuclear program and the two gentlemen's roles in developing nuclear arms.
The exact nature of Heisenberg's visit is
uncertain. Frayn brainstorms over all of his
research and suggests several hypotheses
on Heisenberg's motive. It is the same
methodical brainstorming that Bohr and
Heisenberg conduct with each other during
their visit. Unfortunately, even the most
well-researched and informed student cannot draw conclusions on either subject. No
one will ever know exactly what was discussed on that day in 1941 in the same
way that no one will ever establish
irrefutable answers to the debate over the
possession of nuclear arms.
Copenhagen reminds us that, in times of
war, militaries race to construct what they
hope will be the most effective weaponry
they can. It reminds us that, in the past, this
race has often been pursued so impulsively

that little time is left for ethics.
Zehnder and Leu as their respective characters deliberate on
issues of atomic energy, quantum physics and their wartime implications for hours. It is in this aspect that the subject of Copenhagen
transcends its setting in the '40s and comes alive to its modern
audience. In light of all of the methodical study approached by
Bohr and Heisenberg, Copenhagen begs the question, how do we
measure up?

In Frayn's play, Bohr is shown stricken with guilt over his feared
role in the creation of the atomic bomb and its inhumanity to the
citizens of Nagasaki and Hiroshima. Heisenberg is less conscientious and marvels at the power he possesses in his explorations.
His is an unbridled and naïve charisma only noting the ethical constraints of his study as a formality. Frayn presents numerous theories on Bohr's hesitancy and reluctance to comply with
Heisenberg's eagerness.
Bohr and Heisenberg's musings are liberally expounded on in
the script punctuated solely by the third remaining character of the
play, Margrethe Bohr. Margrethe, who is possibly the most aware
of the implications of nuclear energy, tethers the two gentlemen to
reason and tries to persuade them to exercise care in their investigations. Calhoun's portrayal of Margrethe is vivid and offers
refreshingly realistic vocal inflections. The result is a memorable
senior performance by Calhoun.
Dr. Jessica Rousselow-Winquist directs the intimatelysized cast in exploring these rousing issues. Providing
additional support as the show's assistant director is
senior Sarah Danylak. Technically, the set consists of
three chairs and a two-tiered platform. The stark minimalism of the stage focus the audiences attention on
one factor, the dialogue.
“I saw Copenhagen on Broadway when it first
opened,” said Rousselow-Winquist. “I knew I wanted
to do the play after I saw it because of its content. It is
incredibly thought-provoking even for people who
know absolutely nothing about physics.”
Copenhagen renews a debate that is often reduced
to a strategic position on a political platform. It
restores life to issues in biological/chemical warfare
that have been deadened by venomous liberal vs. conservative dogma. Maybe modeling the intensive efforts
exercised by the main characters of Copenhagen won’t provide a definitive answer but it will bring the issue of atomic weaponry into perspective. Their dialogue echoes clearly and reminds us of our grave responsibility to address the
topics discussed on that day in Copenhagen, 1941.
Author Michael Frayn first introduced Copenhagen to the
stage in 1998. Taylor’s production stars a three-member cast
including Josh Zehnder, Annie Calhoun and Aaron Leu.

Photo by Alisse Goldsmith

“We put man back at the center of the universe. Throughout history we keep finding ourselves displaced. First we turn ourselves into a mere adjunct of God’s unknowable purposes, tiny figures kneeling in the great cathedral of creation. And no sooner have we recovered ourselves in the Renaissance, no sooner has man become...the measure of
things, than we’re pushed aside again by the products of our own reasoning! Until we come to the beginning of the twentieth century, and we’re suddenly forced to rise from
our knees again.”
-Neils Bohr from Copenhagen

Taylor Theatre Presents

Latest Chinese film offers C O P E N H A G E N
antidote to Saturday April 29 & 30, May 5, 6 & 7
Theatre, 8 p.m.
morning cartoon withdrawal Mitchell
Tickets are available for $6 from the Communications Office

Photo courtesy movies.yahoo.com

Lam Tze Chung and Stephen Chow star in Chinese import Kung Fu
Hustle. The film is currently showing at both Northwest Plaza in
Muncie and Showplace 12 in Marion.

BY ERIK KIELISCH
A&E COLUMNIST
As a wee lad, I loved my
Saturday morning cartoons and
I would watch at least six hours
worth, stopping only for food
and bathroom breaks.
Stephen Chow of Shaolin
Soccer fame obviously loved
cartoons as much as I did
because his latest film, Kung
Fu Hustle, looks as though it
was the result of a massive
conglomeration of all of my
Saturday morning favorites.
Roger Ebert summarized the
film nicely when he wrote that
it was "like Jackie Chan and
Buster Keaton meet Quentin
Tarantino and Bugs Bunny."
No kidding.
As the writer, director and
main actor, Chow spares nothing in this hilarious, genredefying film, and he openly
parodies Spider-Man and The
Matrix trilogy.
Genre-busting is nothing new
to Chow who pitted an underdog soccer team of Shaolin
Kung Fu masters against Team

Evil in the 2002 Shaolin Soccer.
Just as he shattered the
stereotypical sports film, he
bursts the 1940s gang warfare
genre with Hustle which features a ragtag group of Kung
Fu masters that take on a
vicious gang and deadly Kung
Fu assassins.
The film opens with a parody
of a mutilation scene from
Reservoir Dogs. The villainous
Axe Gang leader grooves to his
own soundtrack as he hacks a
rival boss to death and then
shoots his mistress.
While this sounds grisly, it's
the only quasi-serious scene in
the whole movie. From this point
on, it is completely over-the-top,
hilarious and entertaining.
The premise is that the
dreaded Axe Gang is trying to
destroy the poor but free peoples of Pig Sty Slum. What The
Axe Gang doesn't realize is
that the slum is full of Kung Fu
masters and body builders. The
episode features amazing fight
scenes that are enormous in scale
and destruction as the Kung Fu
masters leap into the fray.

Sing, the hero played by
Stephen Chow, is a wannabe
gangster who desperately tries
to be bad but can't even pull off
a small robbery without feeling
guilty. To get into The Axe
Gang he has to kill someone,
but when he tries to do so, he
accidentally stabs himself with
all of his throwing knives. He's
like an Asian mix of Ernest P.
Worrell and Inspector Clouseau.
As the film later explains, the
hero is the long-awaited One
who will free the oppressed
peoples. In a parody of Matrix
Reloaded, The One moves
faster than light, deftly blocking his opponents' attacks and
hurling them into the air.
Rife with slapstick humor,
it's a wonderfully ridiculous
movie that has fun no matter
what it's doing. What other
movie pits a chain-smoking,
curler-wearing landlady against
a wannabe gangster in a highspeed chase scene where they
rev up their legs like the
Roadrunner and chase each
other down a dirt road, weaving
in and out of traffic and leisurely sailing over obstacles?
Like a cartoon, the characters
survive far longer than humanly possible. When a character is
severely beaten and thrown out
of a window to plummet four
stories face first onto pavement, he is only mildly hurt.
It's a wildly imaginative and
fun film that never ceases to
amuse. It's also pleasantly free
of sex or language. Its cartoonish violence doesn't even
deserve its R rating.
The film does have its flaws,
however, in that it spends too
little time on Sing. As a result,
the end seems a bit too formulaic. The budding romance
between Sing and a mute ice
cream vendor also seems
forced and out of place.
Overall, though, this film is
a rarity. It's both entertaining
and clean. See this gem while
you can.

Senior
Art
Exhibits
April 29 to May 13
exhibit reception
April 29, 7-9 p.m.
Photo by Matt Wissman

Lady Verdi (above)
Copricapo by Katie Knight
Art Education Major
Rupp Communication Arts Center

Ceramics by Mark Franz
Art Minor
Kesler Activities Center

IFC , TBM, and AHANA present

Hotel Rwanda
The true story of one man’s brave stance
against savagery during the 1994 Rwandan
conflict. Starring Don Cheadle, Sophie
Okonedo, Nick Nolte and Joaquin Phoenix.
-The AGF People’s Choice Award - Toronto
International Film Festival
-Audience Award Best Feature - AFI Festival
2004
-Stanly Kramer Award - Producers Guild
Awards
-IFP Gotham Awards - Actor of the Year

Photo courtesy amazon.com

A&E

Tuesday, May 3
6:30 p.m. – Rediger Chapel
Runtime: 121 minutes
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Mother Nature no match
Track squads overcome poor weather to finish second at Puma Invitational
BY JUSTIN POTTS
SPORTS EDITOR

Photos by Alisse Goldsmith

Drew Cowan (above) and Zach McCormic (right) compete in the
shot put in the Taylor Invitational. Cowan placed ninth in the event,
while McCormic placed 24th. In last weekend’s Puma Invitational,
Cowan placed sixth in the discuss, good for 10th all-time at Taylor.

The men’s and women’s track
teams continued their strong
showings this spring with a pair
of second place finishes at last
weekend’s Puma Invitational at
St. Joseph’s College.
Kyle Mangum captured first
in the 800 with a time of
2:03.18,
while
Lance
Vanderberg took first in the
1500 with a time of 4:16.78 and
junior Andy Long won the 400
at 52.85.
The 4x400 relay team of
Mangum, Brian Ramsay,
Randy Dunbar and Josh
Edgerton also recorded a first
place finish with a time of
3:38.52.
Freshman Drew Cowan
placed sixth in the discuss,
good for 10th on Taylor’s alltime list.
For the women’s team, Amy
Fowler took first in the javelin
throw with a toss of 108’9”,

Drew Tipton won the triple
jump with a jump of 34’5”,
Carolyn Betteridge captured
the 1500 in 5:09.45 and Kari
Olson took the 800 in 2:31.73.
Alicia Russell’s throw of
118’0” in the discuss was good
for fourth on Taylor’s all-time
list.
Both squads will compete in
the Mid Central Conference
Championships today and
tomorrow at Indiana Wesleyan
University.
Today’s events begin at 2 p.m.
The men’s squad is looking to
capture its 11th consecutive
MCC title, while the women’s
team is looking for its first title
in nine years.
Next weekend, the teams will
compete in the NCCAA
Championships, also at IWU,
before finishing the season at
the North Central Invitational
in Naperville, Illinois on May
13 and the NAIA National
Championships in Louisville,
Kentucky on May 26-28.

Tennis teams
endure spring
adversity en
route to tourney
Tough spring seasons prepare
Trojans for Regional tournament
BY CHRISSIE THOMPSON
CONTRIBUTOR

Photo by Matt Wissman

Freshman pitcher Michael Walker picked up a loss against Grace on Saturday. Taylor lost the game 14-9, but won the second game 1211. Taylor finishes the regular season with home games today against Indiana Wesleyan and tomorrow against Huntington.

Flirting with .500

Trojans split four games to remain one game above even

BY JUSTIN POTTS
SPORTS EDITOR
Trailing 11-10 in the bottom of
the seventh inning, it seemed as
if the Trojans were headed to
defeat for the second straight
game against Grace College on
Saturday afternoon.
Then things got interesting.
Matt Wiseman doubled to
lead off the inning and then
advanced to third on a wild
pitch.
The next two batters were
walked to load the bases and
Dustin Miller was hit by a pitch

to send home the tying run.
Trent Mast came to the plate
and hit a single to give Taylor a
12-11 win to avoid the sweep.
Mast went 2-for-4 in the
game with three runs batted in,
while Ricky Pease, Drew
Severns and Geoff Kerns had
two each.
The game was back-and-forth
throughout, as Grace took an
early 2-0 lead, but Taylor went
ahead 4-2 in the fourth inning
thanks to a two-run triple by
Severns.
Grace piled on nine runs on
three hits and three Taylor erros

in the fifth to grab an 11-4 lead.
In the bottom of the fifth,
Taylor answered with two-run
home runs by Pease and Trent
Mast to pull within 11-8.
Taylor got two more in the
sixth to climb within one heading into the seventh.
In the first game, Grace’s
Josh Wood hit a grand slam in
the third inning to put the
Lancers ahead 4-0.
Grace added two more in the
fourth, but Taylor answered
with two in the bottom of the
fourth and three in the fifth to
pull within one.

Afour-run sixth inning and a
three-run seventh put Grace
ahead 13-5 heading into the
bottom of the seventh.
Taylor managed four in the
inning but it wasn’t enough to
overcome the eight-run deficit.
Geoff Kerns had two home
runs in the game.
Last night, Taylor split two
games with Huntington, but
statistics were too late for print.
The Trojans (22-21, 11-8)
host Indiana Wesleyan today at
1 p.m. and Huntington tomorrow at 1 p.m. to conclude the
regular season.

Trojans tie for second in CCLA
Lacrosse club enters conference tourney with something to prove
BY BECCA LEWIS
CONTRIBUTOR

Photo by Matt Wissman

Sophomore John Jewett gets around a defender in a game last
weekend. Taylor plays unbeaten Indiana University of Pennsylvania
in the first round of the conference tournament tonight.

Sports

The Taylor lacrosse club finished the regular season last
weekend with an 8-6 win over
Grand Valley State University
and an 8-2 win over Adrian
College to claim a spot in the
Central Collegiate Lacrosse
Association tournament.
In Friday’s game, the Trojans
raced out to a 7-1 halftime lead
on two goals each by Simon
Yeates, Matt Rush and Jason
Krueger and one by Joel Mostad.
Grand Valley made a comeback bid, but was never able to
pull closer than two.
Against Adrian, Taylor was
able to rest many of its starters
while giving the seniors one
last chance to play on campus.
Krueger, Yeates and Mostad
had two goals apiece, while
Rush and Matt Carmichael

each had one.
Andrew Hauser had three
assists and Justin Potts had 12
ground balls.
With a 3-2 CCLA record(5-4
overall), Taylor finished tied
for second with Calvin College,
Ball State University and Ferris
State University behind undefeated Indiana University of
Pennsylvania.
Since Taylor fell to both
Calvin and Ferris State, Taylor
received the fourth seed for the
tournament and will play firstseeded IUP tonight at 8 p.m.
A win would give the Trojans
a chance for revenge against
the Calvin-Ferris State winner
in the championship game
tomorrow night at 8 p.m.
The tournament winner
receives an automatic bid to the
National Tournament, to be
held in Blaine, Minn. next
Wednesday through Sunday.

Taylor's men's and women's
tennis teams have both faced
adversity this spring. A shorter
preseason and forced line-up
changes were among the factors that led to worse records
for both teams.
Good fall records qualified
both teams for the NAIA
Region VIII tournament next
Thursday and Friday.
Women's coach Dara
Syswerda said her secondseeded team is once again facing third seed Aquinas, who
beat the Lady Trojans in the
past two Region 8 tournaments.
This year, however, Syswerda
is confident about her team's
chances.
“After we win that match, we
will play for first,” she said.
The Lady Trojans would play
the winner of first-seeded
Indiana Wesleyan and fourthseeded Bethel.
The team is coming off a 2-4
spring record that contrasts its
10-2 record from the fall.
“The spring is sometimes
more difficult to play,”
Syswerda said. “In the fall,
players have had all spring and
summer to practice, but in the
spring players have less preparation time.”
Recently, the team posted a
pair of 5-4 losses to Cedarville
and Ohio Dominican, a 9-0 win
over Anderson and an 8-1 loss
to
the
University
of
Indianapolis.
The loss to U of I included

freshman Kelly Pence's first
loss of the year at number four
singles.
“I've never had anyone able to
stay undefeated that long,”
Syswerda said.
“I owe it to my teammates,
the girls that I'm playing in
practice,” Pence said about her
winning streak that has lasted
nearly a year.
“They challenge me, and it’s
because I’ve been playing better girls in practice that I have
been able to win at the number
four spot.”
The men’s team has had many
matches cancelled due to poor
weather this spring.
The team’s most recent match
was a 7-2 win over Kalamazoo
Valley on April 16, upping its
spring record 4-5.
“We’re not doing as great as
we were doing in the fall,” said
freshman Jorge Burmicky.
“We’ve been having some
problems that we weren’t
counting on.”
Those problems include a
player who transferred and the
injuries of freshman Greg
Branda and junior Scott
Schmeissing.
Branda will return for tournament play next week when
the fourth-seeded Trojans face
top-seeded Aquinas.
While the team has high
hopes for the tournament,
Burmicky said they are already
preparing for next year.
“We’re all working on getting better for next fall because
we want to qualify for next
spring,” he said.

